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Why bother with EMC compliance?

TV interference during microwave oven operation

Automatic garage doors operate with new military 
communication system

Several documented navigational issues on aircraft when using 
electronic games, CD players, cell phones
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The Electromagnetic Spectrum -
Commercial Aircraft

Omega    Airborne       HF Radio    Marker       VOR Localizer     VHF                           Glide Slope
Nav.           DF                               Beacon Comm               UHF Communication

DME        Terminal    GPS       Satellite       Radio      Microwave        Weather  Weather
Nav.        CAS Nav.        Comm.     Altimeter  Landing Sys.      Radar      Radar

10 kHz   170-1750     2-30 MHz     75 MHz       108-118 MHz  118-136 MHz      330/225-399 MHz

960-1220 1030-1090  1575      1529-1661     4.3 GHz     5 GHz           5.4 GHz   9.3 GHz
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EMC/safety compliance standards for ISM

Australia/New Zealand: AS/NZS 2064.1

Canada: ICES-001:1998

Dips: 30% 10 ms; 60% 100 ms
Interrupt: > 95%@5000 ms

IEC 61000-4-11:1994 / EN 61000-4-11:1994

3 V, 0.15-80 MHz 1 cycle, 100%IEC 61000-4-6:1996 / EN 61000-4-6:1996

0.5 kV line-line, 1 kV line-groundIEC 61000-4-5:1995 / EN 61000-4-5:1995

0.5 kV signal lines, 1 kV power linesIEC 61000-4-4:1995 / EN 61000-4-4:1995

3 V/m, 80-1000 MHzIEC 61000-4-3:1995 / EN 61000-4-3:1995

4 kV CD, 8 kV ADIEC 61000-4-2:1995+A1:1998 / EN 61000-4-2:1995

Group 1 Class ACISPR 11:1990 / EN 55011:1991

IEC 61326-1:1997+A1 :1998 / EN 61326-
1:1997+A1 :1998

LimitStandard
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Agilent (Colorado Springs) EMC design process

Engineering
Evaluation
Pre-lab proto

Pre-
Qualification

Lab proto

Qualification
Production proto

Concept Review
OEM power supply (CE)
OEM CPU bare board (RE)
Enclosure SE
Design reviews

Schematic
PC board layout
System

Develop test plan

Review (refine) test plan
Radiated emissions
Conducted emissions
ESD
Radiated immunity
Power line immunity

EFT
Surge
Dips

Full suite of EMC tests
Document & archive test
Generate compliance
certificate(s)

EU (DoC)
ANZ
Etc.

Re-qualification
Production

Replacement of OEM assemblies
Power supply
LCD
Disk drive
CPU board
Critical component (EOL)
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Concept of “test to margin”

As a part of Agilent’s on-going quality & reliability improvement 
process, Colorado Springs site has instituted the concept of 
“test to margin”, rather than “test to limit”

• Rather than test only to the limits as specified per the 
standard, we test beyond that until we stop meeting the 
operating design specification. In some cases, we test until 
failure.

• We want to understand the design limits and margins
– Implemented for RE, CE, ESD, surge
– May extend to other tests, as warranted
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3-meter fully-anechoic chamber
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10/30-meter open area test site (OATS)
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Temporary radiated emissions site
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Pre-compliance versus qualification testing

Pre-compliance testing - a quick test during the course of product 
development that will indicate whether, or not, a system or product may meet 
regulatory standards.
• Useful to identify “red flags” early in the design cycle
Qualification test – performed at the end of system or product development to 
demonstrate regulatory compliance
• This is the point where you don’t want to discover design issues!
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Pre-compliance tests

Mapping of PC board “hot spots”

Shielding effectiveness of enclosures

RE measurement of bare circuit boards

Assessment of leaky seams in enclosures

Measurement of common-mode currents in cables

Assessment of ESD immunity
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Mapping of PC board “hot spots”
½” Magnetic field probe for course
measurements

“Micro” magnetic field probe for fine
measurements
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Shielding effectiveness of prototype enclosures

Construct a simple harmonic 
“comb” generator (RF Design 
Magazine, January 1991) or simply 
make a battery-operated 10 MHz 
crystal oscillator

Place this inside a prototype 
enclosure and measure the 
harmonic amplitudes

Remeasure outside the enclosure 
and the difference (versus 
frequency) is the shielding 
effectiveness (SE)
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Harmonic comb generator

Wyatt/Chaney, RF Design Magazine, January 1991
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Measurement of bare circuit board

Measure the radiated emissions from 
a bare prototype circuit board 
assembly

Most enclosures offer an average of 
20 to 30 dB of shielding

Therefore, if the emissions measure 
less than 20-30 dB over the 
regulatory limit, the enclosed board 
will likely comply
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Plated shield conductivity measurement

Use of a “four-point” probe 
allows you to verify the sheet 
resistance, and hence the 
thickness of vapor-deposited 
(or plated) metallic shields

A four-terminal (for resistance) 
DMM is required

By knowing the thickness, you 
can calculate the shielding 
effectiveness
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Simple tools to assess radiated emissions

Low-cost scope in FFT mode

Magnetic loop probe

Current probe

Ferrite chokes

External clip lead

External power line filter

Copper tape

Aluminum foil
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Use of a digitizing oscilloscope as a spectrum 
analyzer
Many low-cost digitizing 
oscilloscopes have a Fast-Fourier 
Transform (FFT) mode, which 
may be used as a spectrum 
analyzer
• Displays signal amplitude versus 

frequency
• For the typical measurement range 

of 30 to 1000 MHz, you will need a 
scope bandwidth (BW) of at least 1 
GHz.

• Look for this mode under “Math 
Functions”

• Will allow examination of harmonic 
emissions

Measurement of 50 MHz clock
(500 MHz span, 50 MHz/div)
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Troubleshooting enclosure seams

Once suspect seams are located with a 
differential probe or magnetic loop probe, 
use copper tape to seal it (during 
troubleshooting)
• “Surefire” Slug and Snail barrier tape 

(garden section of your local hardware store) 
may be used in place of the more expensive 
commercially available copper tape

• Use a tool to flatten down tape - not your 
fingers!

Continue locating and sealing other leaky 
seams

Once all suspect seams are taped, 
remove external I/O cables and measure 
emissions at your site

For difficult cases, wrap product in 
aluminum foil and cut away sections until 
offending leaks identified
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Magnetic loop probe

“Quick & dirty” probe – straighten out a 
large-size paper clip, fashion into a 
square or circle and jamb it into a BNC 
barrel (one end into the center – one 
touching the ground, then cover with 
electrician’s tape

Semi-rigid coax probe (0.141 inch dia) –
strip off 1/8-inch of shield and wrap 
around ½-inch drill bit, then connect 
center conductor to outer shield

“Mini-loop” – use thin double-shielded 
coax cable, pull the center conductor out 
through the side of the braided shield, 
then solder back to braid to form a very 
small loop
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Current probe

Available from Fischer Custom 
Communications or Solar

May be used to directly measure 
common-mode currents on cables and 
predict the emission level (can 
determine pass/fail)
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Use of a current probe

Clamp the current probe around your 
I/O or power line cord

Read the dBuV level of the highest 
harmonics

Plug the results into the following 
equation

I (dBuA) = V (dBuV) – Z (dB-ohms)
• For the Fischer Model F-33-1 probe, Z(dB-ohms) = 15 (at 

100 MHz)
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Current probe example

For example, if you measured 33.5 dBuV at 100 MHz on the analyzer, plugging this 
into the equation would yield I(dBuA) = 33.5 – 15 = 18.5 dBuA Now, plugging this 
result into the equation for common-mode radiation allows you to predict a pass or fail 
of your product.

E(V/m) = 6.28 x 10-7 f L I / d 

Assuming the cable was 0.5m long and the measuring distance will be 3m, plugging 
in the additional values of 100 MHz and 18.5 dBuA, we get 38.9 dBuV/m. Since the 
FCC Class B limit at 100 MHz is 43.5 dBuV/m, we still have 4.6 dB of margin to the 
limit.

Notice it doesn’t take a very large CM current to exceed the radiated emission limits!
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Reducing CM currents

Divert the current back to the shielded enclosure

• Proper termination of the cable shield back to the enclosure is the key

Block the current with a high-impedance ferrite choke

PC board
I/O Cable

Enclosure

Icm --->
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Ferrite chokes

Often used on keyboard, 
mouse or video cables

Very useful for 
troubleshooting

Manufactures often provide 
free evaluation kits
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External clip lead

Useful for assessing proper signal 
return (or shield) connection back 
to enclosure

Connect 1m-long clip lead to 
various shield connection points on 
all I/O cable ports

Clamp a current probe around the 
cable (or measure the amount of 
radiated emissions)

If no current is detected or the clip 
lead has no effect on radiated 
emissions, that specific shield 
connection point is connected back 
to enclosure shielding OK
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Line cord emissions

If the line cord is suspected of 
emitting harmonics, insert an 
external line filter in series

If the emission level (or measured 
common-mode current) drops, then 
you need to design in better line 
filtering

An external filter may be made with 
an extra power line filter module 
and spare line cord
• Cut the cord down to minimal size 

and carefully solder the stripped ends 
to the filter, observing the correct 
connections. Wrap with electrical 
tape.
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Electrostatic discharge (ESD)

Aside from radiated emissions, most other 
“weird” or intermittent problems with 
electronic systems are usually due to ESD
Types of ESD discharge
• Direct discharge – human touching 

exposed metal inducing circuit upset
• Indirect discharge – internal secondary 

arcing induced by a direct discharge
• Broadband fields generated by people 

walking nearby or standing up from a 
chair

Typical circuit upsets
• Inductive coupling to CPU reset
• Coupling to front panel control causing a 

change of instrument state
• High discharge current cripples 

semiconductor devices
© 2004 Kenneth Wyatt, Boston Museum of Science
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ESD solutions

Diversion – design your systems so that touching any exposed metal diverts 
ESD currents around sensitive circuitry (ESD “ring” around edge of PC 
board, metal grid over keyboard)

Shielding – place a shield around sensitive circuitry

Isolation – avoid using external metal (or add space)

Aside from radiated emissions, ESD seems to be the next most risky 
compliance issue

1. The biggest issue is its intermittent nature

2. Can be caused by touching the prototype or by people walking or 
standing up from a chair nearby
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Detecting ESD events

If your system is experiencing 
random or intermittent glitches 
or CPU resets, the cause 
might be ESD discharges

These random events may be 
detected with an ESD 
detector, available from such 
companies as Credence 
Technologies or with an AM 
radio (tuned off station and 
listen for the “clicks”)

Photos courtesy Credence Technologies
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Low-cost ESD generators

These low-cost tools may be helpful in simulating ESD events 
and may be used by designers to assess ESD immunity early in 
the design cycle
• Gas welding (piezoelectric) igniter
• Anti-static (piezoelectric) gun
• Coins in ZipLok bag
• “Doug Smith” ESD ruler
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Simple ESD source – piezoelectric lighters and 
anti-static gun 
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Simple ESD source – coins in ZipLok bag 
(simulates pocket change)

Idea, courtesy of Doug Smith (www.emcesd.com)
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Simple ESD source – spark gap ruler

Idea, courtesy of Doug Smith (www.emcesd.com)
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Case Study – MSO/DSO6000-series oscilloscope 
(in-house design)

100 to 1000 MHz BW, 4 GSa/s, 2/4 channel, 16 ch digital
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Enclosure shielding effectiveness measurement
Installed in prototype enclosure

Measurement of comb generator

The difference in readings is the shielding effectiveness
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Shielding effectiveness plot

Shielding Effectiveness - MSO6000-Series Prototype
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Cable penetration and routing
Top side

Bottom side

Cable routing against chassis was critical in reducing RE
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Shielding effectiveness plot

Shielding Effectiveness - MSO6000-Series Prototype
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MSO6000-series oscilloscope with cover removed

Internal shields around power supply and acquisition board
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Close-up of shield contacts

Detail of grounding fingers – installation of case tightens
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Use of a differential probe to assess seam integrity 
or “ground” noise
Connect a differential probe to a low-cost oscilloscope or spectrum analyzer

Place a probe tip on each side of an enclosure seam

If you measure an appreciable voltage difference, the seam connection is 
poor and may be a possible source of radiated emissions (if seam length is 
greater than 1/20th of wavelength at frequency of interest)

A differential probe may also be used to assess the amount of “ground” noise 
on a PC board
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Case Study – MSO3000-series oscilloscope (OEM 
design)

60 to 200 MHz BW, 1 GSa/s, 2/4 channel
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DSO3000 acquisition board

Parts placement and functional grouping was OK
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Slots in acquisition board signal return plane

Temporary bridge with copper tape reduced emissions 18 dB

!!
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Penetration of I/O connectors through shield

Shim with fingers added to shunt internal noise currents

!
!
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Signal return layer of I/O option module

!
!

Slots in signal return plane force noise currents in loops
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Connector penetration & lack of shield in module

Module was unshielded, main connector ground shells had
no connection with mate, connectors penetrated enclosure
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But look - first attempt at
shielding failed to connect
halves!

Connector penetration & lack of shield in module

Module halves copper-plated, finger stock added to connectors
and ribbed main connector ground shell connects with mate
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Lessons learned
In-house designs:

1. Much better chance of incorporating proper EMC 
engineering into the final design

2. In-house evaluation resources invaluable

3. It’s possible to penetrate your shield, but cable routing is 
critical

OEM designs:

1. Expect many EMC rules to be broken – most smaller design 
firms have little, or no, experience with regulatory issues

2. Expect much longer design cycles due to fixing problems 
and educating designers

3. In-house test & troubleshooting resources invaluable


